2019 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Sunday, November 17th
1-7 pm

Pre-Convention Workshops

7:00 pm

Special Super Jam hosted by Silly Farm-Gateway 1 and 2 Room
Join us the night before the convention begins for a special jam hosted by the ladies of Silly
Farm!

7:00 pm

Vendors OPEN!-Gateway 3 and 4 Room

Monday, November 18th
8:00 am

Registration- Gateway Foyer

10:00 am

General Session (All Attendees)-Gateway 1 and 2 Room
Louis Meyer: Welcome Session
Louis welcomes all attendees to FPBA and provides details for the upcoming days.

10:30 am

General Session (1 Hour and 30 minutes)-Gateway 1 and 2 Room
Louis Meyer: Success Principles
Anyone can dramatically improve their performance and results – with the right tools and support.
Yet most people have never learned the time-tested self-empowerment strategies and
performance principles that are the basis for personal and professional success. If you’re ready to
take your life to the next level, the Success Principles is the opportunity you’ve been waiting for.

12:00 pm

Lunch (Vendors Open Until 2:00)- Gateway 3 and 4 Room

2:00 pm

Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 30 Minutes)
Monique Lily: Eye Designs- Missouri Room
This face painting workshop is all about making the perfect lines, teardrops, blending, flowers
and placement on the face. Combining these techniques, you can create the most beautiful
eye designs.
Eye designs is great for all ages… beautiful for a first face painting because it’s so small and
delicate and can be done fast and we can sell (and use) as extreme makeup for teenagers
and adults. Great for sweet sixteen or any other festival or party in clubs.
Shannon Holt: Rainbow World Class- Gateway 1 and 2
I will show you how easy it is to make your own plastic palate in this
class, and paint like a pro with just a few colors. Learn how to use
watercolor techniques on the skin! After this class, you will be able to add
waterproof options to your arsenal, no airbrush needed! This
class is perfect for those students who love to paint on canvas or
paper! Learn WHY it is so important to be on top of your game by
offering the waterproof option to your potential clients in all four seasons.
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Andrea O’Donnell: Airbrush Stenciling for All!— Manchester Room
Have you been wanting to learn how to airbrush, but don’t know where to start?
Do you own a bunch of great stencils, but have a hard time achieving that crisp, clean pattern
or design with a messy sponges & daubers?
Are you worried about the expense and hassle of adding an airbrush system to your kit?
Well worry no more! This is the class for YOU!
In this part demo/part hands-on class, multi-award winning makeup artist, face & body painter
and Bad Ass Stencils’ creator Andrea O’Donnell will show you just how easy it is to add
awesome airbrushing to your skill set without spending thousands of dollars, without lugging
around a giant toolbox, and without the frustration of trying to learn by the “trial & error”
method. Adding airbrushing to your services = More Value = Higher Demand = Better Gigs =
Higher Rates = More Money for YOU!! It’s a win-win all around! And it’s way easier than you
think! All Levels Welcome, No experience Necessary!
Balloons-Dale Campbell: Make Mine a Combo- Clayton Room
Dale will be teaching his new balloon Headband/Muzzle combos for fun photo booth opps.
These will include seasonal themes, as well as ideas that can be used year-round. This will
be a hands-on class using techniques for intermediate to advanced twisters.
4:00 pm

Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 30 Minutes)
Marianne Bartley: Under the Sea- Manchester
There is a world of beautiful creatures beneath the waves. Sharks and dolphins are two of
the most popular. Learn how to make them quickly, how to place the most effectively on the
face, arm, or leg… And how to make them adorable or fierce. But there is so much more!
Whales and narwhals, seals and walruses, starfish and anemone, octopuses and seahorses!
Truly a vivid garden beneath the sea… Let’s explore a few of the denizens of the deep. Come
prepared to paint and discover new designs!
Heather Green: Fantasy Fun!- Gateway 1 and 2
Dragons, mermaids and mythical fun
Elisa Griffith: Powder Power Class— Missouri Room
Come and have fun with powders! In this awesome class Elisa Griffith will teach great
techniques for working with her powders, or any other powders you can find. Powders are a
great alternative to paint when it’s hot outside and they are amazing for so many things! From
eyeshadow, to face painting base,contouring and stencil work! This class will show you how
to maximize your use of them! So come join Elisa for this exciting class!
Balloons-Bauldy: Bigger and Bigger- Clayton Room
I'm looking forward to showing all of you the wow factor by using your balloons in a big way. I
will be teaching you to make large productions with your balloons that will add lots of
entertainment and increase your revenues and popularity at events. You will be in demand
and he will interact by using the art of balloon twisting. The creations include balloons of
different sizes.

5:30 pm

Dinner (Vendors Open in Gateway 3 and 4 Room)

7:00 pm

Night Jam Session, Face Painting Competition, Balloon Competition, and Games!Gateway 1 and 2 Room
Face painters, body painters, balloon artists, and other artists get together to unwind,
socialize, and practice their art forms. We will hold a Face Painting Competition and a
Balloon Competition (topics to be announced) as well as super fun games for attendees to
play as you jam the night away!
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8:30 pm

Barbara Breitung: Hat Jam Class- $25 FEE- Missouri Room
This jam class will take off from the past three years. The basics of making your own head
piece. You will learn how to make a head piece by using a visor and head band, and using
different materials to make them come alive. I believe you can make these as simple or
elaborate as you want when knowing the basics of how to put them together. Come and join
us in the jam room it’s going to be a great time. I also have a few new elements for the class
this year so keep your eyes open for the class day and time.

Tuesday, November 19th
9:00 am

Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes)
Angela Fodor Munsell: Bling something Different to the Party- Gateway 1 and 2
Learn how to make bling that’s anything but ordinary, using polymer and air dry clays.
Unicorn horns are just the beginning! Be prepared to be the artist with the bling that everyone
asks for.
Darci McHenry: Speed Painting for Slow Painters-Missouri Room
other wise titled "You're So Good and So Fast” Do you have to turn down large events
because you'll never get through every kid? Do you have trouble with running over time at a
party if there are a few extra guests? DO you lose gigs to your competition because they're
faster than you are? Learn how to create maximum impact full face designs in a fraction of
the time! As a speed painter you can do 30-40 even more faces per hour without losing the
wow factor! Details. Glitter, even custom requests can be done with these tips and tricks.
Learn to cut the chit chat and maximize your efficiency - time is MONEY! learn these things
and you too can hear "you're so good and so fast!”
Aubrie Jean Goodnow: Faux-Real?! She did THAT with Stencils?- Manchester Room
Is your list of designs in need of a serious update? Come join us for
advanced stencil face painting! Learn how to take your designs from meh to WOW in this
hands on demo class. Bring your kits to practice....make sure you stay the whole time for an
awesome prize giveaway!
Balloons-Dennis Scott: Introduction to Deco Twisting- Clayton Room
Dennis Scott built his balloon business on selling twisted centerpieces. In this class, Dennis
will introduce you to basic concepts that will allow you to turn your twisted art into something
that is highly sellable. We will also learn some very adorably sellable designs incorporating
Qualatex foils into latex twisted designs. If you are not selling balloons as an add on to your
parties you are missing out on big money!

10:30 am

Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 30 minutes)
Pashur: Glitter Designs- Missouri Room
Glitter, glitter, glitter... Something we all love, but so full of so many overlooked possibilities!
Join Pashur as he shows you the many ways glitter can take your eye designs from average
to extraordinary! The designs you will learn are great for night clubs, fashion shows, editorial
photoshoots, masquerades and more. You will learn head turning glitter designs such as...
Fantasy Eye, Phoenix Eye, Tribal Eyes, Butterfly, Rio Carnivale, Glitter Masks, Glitter
Necklaces. He will also show you how to create elegant wisps that flow harmoniously in and
out of your eye designs with his signature "peacock line".
Demo + Hands-On Combo with LOTS OF GLITTER!!!
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Mark Reid: Festival Faces- Gateway 1 and 2
For any event!!
Kim Brennan: Mixing 101 (aka-Mixing basics)- Manchester Room
Proper mixing techniques, sourcing, times, temperatures and the botony, biology, cultural
awareness and tips and tricks to make the process of mixing your own henna as painless as
possible. Introducing henna to your business and the cost effectiveness of mixing and
offering henna in a growing market! Some practice and line building exercises for getting you
started!
TAKE NOTES or there is an option to purchase a work booklet in class. Same booklet is
included in the pre or post class so no need to purchase if you are in the full day workshop.
Balloons-Holly Nicole George: New Twisters start HERE!- Clayton Room
If you're brand new to the world of balloon twisting this class from Holly the Twister Sister will
help you get in the game quickly! With a few basic skills taught in this course you'll be able to
add balloon twisting to your list of services so you can start profiting from your new skills right
away!
12:00 pm

Lunch (Vendors Open Until 1:30 in Gateway 3 and 4 Room)

1:30 pm

General Session (1 Hour and 30 Minutes)
Heather Green: Social Savvy- Gateway 1 and 2 Room
Social Media for the creative entrepreneur

3:15 pm

Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 30 Minutes)
Anna Wilinski: Line Busters- Gateway 1 and 2
Join Anna Wilinski from Jest Paint and learn to create fast and amazing looking 1 stroke
monsters using split cakes and a few extra strokes of your brush. Anna will teach you how to
create shapes with your split cakes so that you can paint cute and scary monsters within
minutes.This class will cover cute little monsters for kids as well as scary monsters that can
be painted on adults. You can use the same technique to paint dragons, lizards, or other full
face designs. Bring your split cakes, practice boards and brushes if you want to follow along.
All materials used will be available at Jest Paint’s booth.
Prima Barton: Painting WILD!- Missouri Room
Let me show you how to paint animal faces to be used on the job
using the most fast and effective way without sacrificing the quality
using minimal sponging. From birds, monkeys, sharks, we will cover air,
forest and sea!
Bring a compact kit and we are using mostly one stroke paint and brushes.
Angel Rodriguez: Intro to Airbrushing—Manchester Room
This introductory class will provide tips on becoming comfortable with the airbrush,
troubleshooting, and proper airbrush care. Understanding stencil techniques, shading,
uniformity and blending will also help to enhance and make your designs unique.
Balloons-Diane Cross: Bee Prepared- Clayton Room
Learn how to combine crafts and balloons to make cute accessories, which makes line work
efficient. You can even pre-make these while watching TV! Will be showing various designs
with or without the add-ons. You will learn about bamboo, whipped creme, and a crazy
stuffed snowman! Over 20 “pre-dos”.
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5:00 pm

Dinner (Vendors Open in Gateway 3 and 4 Room)

7:00 pm

Night Jam Session, Face Painting Competition, Balloon Competition, and Games!Gateway 1 & 2 Room
Face painters, body painters, balloon artists, and other artists get together to unwind,
socialize, and practice their art forms. We will hold a Face Painting Competition and a
Balloon Competition (topics to be announced) as well as super fun games for attendees to
play as you jam the night away!

Wednesday, November 20th
9:00 am

Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes)
Marie Sulcoski: The Magic of Masks- Missouri Room
This class will focus on the always popular and versatile Mask style design! We will cover
transforming popular requests into masks for boys and girls, and more grownup looks too.
Animals, fantasy, floral, lace, holiday and more...any theme can be turned into a mask
design! Masks are a great way for your guests to transform themselves, without the
commitment of a full face design. Perfect for fancy occasions, or just eating birthday cake
without smudging their face paint, your clients will be ready for the masquerade!
Eva Wheeldon: Pinstriping Concepts- Manchester Room
We will explore the art of the line, how to mix up your linework with this centuries old
technique and incorporate it into your everyday gigs. I will show you how to apply some 50’s
style pinstriping techniques to your everyday faces and bring them to life in an all new way.
We will also cover the general rules to face painting and how sometimes breaking those rules
can make new and exciting designs.
Marianne Bartley: Stained Glass Dragons, Spiders, Scorpons, Tribals—Gateway 1 &2
Combine linework with intense glitter and create a stained glass look that gives that WOW!
and POP! reaction. This HANDS-ON class is for those wanting to tackle tribal variations and
will help you develop better linework.
Balloons-Holly Nicole George: Holly’s Cutie Patooties- Clayton Room
Holly the Twister Sister is know for her quick, cute, and profitable balloon designs and this
class is full of them! Come learn some new twists for popular requests that will delight your
customers and leave you looking like a balloon superstar to all your clients.

10:30 am

Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 30 minutes)
Pashur: Body Paint Lingerie- Manchester Room
Lingerie is one of the most popular and most requested body paint designs in the industry. In
this demo workshop, Pashur will show you step-by-step how to quickly body paint realistic
lingerie. He will demo how to body paint a corset, lace FX, sheer FX, lace trim, string laces,
accent details, panties, stockings, garters, embellishments, drop shadows, satin effects as
well as shading, highlights. He will show you numerous tips, tricks and techniques he uses to
paint realistic lingerie in just 60-90 minutes.
Mark Reid: CATS!- Gateway 1 and 2
……all kinds!
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Corey Morgan: Girl Power- Female Superheroes!— Missouri Room
Superheroes are no longer just “Boy designs”. There is a world of GIRL SUPER HEROES
just waiting to be painted! Using a step by step teaching method, students can follow the
superhero instructor learning to create renditions of the most popular and requested
superhero designs for girls of all ages. From the traditional Wonder Woman, Catwoman, and
Spiderwoman to the newest heroes like Captain Marvel and Spider-Gwen, Corey will share a
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lot of information of his extensive knowledge in this area that you can then share with the kids
and become the hero of the party!
Balloons-Dale Campbell: A Little Bit O’ Dis and a Little Bit O’ Dat!- Clayton Room
Dale will be covering some of his favorite general as well as seasonal designs for linework
and restaurant work. This will be a hands-on class for all skill levels.
12:00 pm

Lunch (Vendors Open Until 1:30 in Gateway 3 and 4 Room)

1:30 pm

General Session (1 Hour and 30 Minutes)
Louis Meyer: How to Make a Full Time Living Doing what You Love! -Gateway 1 & 2
Louis will show you business and marketing techniques designed to bring in more
profit to your business!

3:15 pm

Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 30 Minutes)
Prima Barton: Let’s Paint Magical- Gateway 1 and 2
Who does not like magic on their faces? Most party we go to, there is always one who likes
something magical on their face like Fairy, Unicorn, Mermaid, Butterfly, Dragons, Fairy Sugar
Skull, Rainbows, all the cute and magical things you can imagine! Well, in this class, we will
do all those and more!
Bring a compact kit and extra glitters and bling in all form to make this class full of sparkle
and colours.
Elisa Griffith: Fabulous Teen/Adult Designs- Manchester
Are you wondering sometimes what to paint on teens/adults? No problem! Elisa Griffith will
show you a variety of designs that will for sure impress everyone! Join Elisa for this class
where you will learn different techniques and some tricks that will please crowds of any age!
Corey Morgan: Forehead Heroes- Missouri Room
Are you at a festival and worried about that Ironman, Batman or Black Panther request, but
you know you only have 2-3 minutes to paint each child? This class will show you how to
paint the most popular Super Hero designs without having to paint anywhere below the
child’s forehead or eyes.
Balloons-Dennis Scott: Famous Children Character Parodies- Clayton Room
In this class you will learn several very popular characters and body styles that can be scaled
up or down for birthday parties or line work.

5:00 pm

Dinner (Vendors Open in Gateway 3 and 4 Room) LAST TIME TO SHOP!!

7:00 pm

Night Jam Session, Face Painting Competition, Balloon Competition, and Games!Gateway 1 & 2 Room
Face painters, body painters, balloon artists, and other artists get together to unwind,
socialize, and practice their art forms. We will hold a Face Painting Competition and a
Balloon Competition (topics to be announced) as well as super fun games for attendees to
play as you jam the night away!
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Thursday, November 21th
9:00 am

Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes)
Andrea Nicole Moje : Dips One Stroke Holiday Faces— Gateway 1 and 2
I will be teaching how to use dips to create beautiful one stroke Roses and holiday
designs. Each design will be a on the job 5 -10 min design. Breaking down placement
the application on how to use dips off off a mixing mat. I will go over supplies that will make
your job easier.
We will include bling and glitter to impress your holiday clients!
I will supply :
Dips to practice
Mixing mat
Brushes
Soap
Alcohol for cleaning
If you already have a water proof kit please bring it to class.
This will be a participation class and you will be expected to paint on your arm, face ,leg or
a class member.
Shannon Holt: French Filigree Lace Arm Art- Missouri Room
Earn big bucks at themed events for the elite, as you add high end, non-nude body painting
designs to your repertoire. Learn how to gracefully adorn the wearer to make them feel like a
Million Bucks! This elegant, and swan like lace only takes moments to apply with a little
practice. Whether you are hired outright to provide a service at the event, or you are painting
arm art a la carte, your tip jar will be overflowing with abundance! Practice + Script +
Confidence = fun making money with adults!
Kim Brennan: Fun-TASTIC Florals— Manchester Room
Breaking down different floral elements for use in feminine flowing designs that are make all
the ladies want one when creating at a festival or party gig! Large and impressive or small
and delicate, you will be able to customize your bouquets! Roses in ‘tattoo’ and Gulf style
and the ever popular hibiscus will be broken down into elements so you can build them up! !
Creating stunning floral ‘arrangements’ in henna lends itself well to more illustrative face and
body painting too when you incorporate those same lines and design building techniques.
Let’s create some beauty that they won’t soon forget!!!
This class requires the students to bring paper and pen, practice henna or they may choose
to follow along or video tape. Suggested that students take a ‘Mixing basics’ class before this
class- mixing questions will be relegated to end of class (as time allows) or jam room.
Balloons-Diane Cross: Bracelets and Headbands- Clayton Room
Fast, simple, and cute animals for bracelets and headbands. They work with most top prints.
This allows for minimal artwork. This class will cover favorite fast designs. Also be sharing a
few cool tips and tricks picked up at the other 40+ conventions I have attended!

10:30 am

Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 30 minutes)
Eva Wheeldon: Snakes, Snails, and Puppy Dog Tails- Missouri Room
This class is all about those tricky boy designs that you need for busy on the job events. We
will do quick and effective one stroke and blender boy designs that will wow your clients in
under 3 minutes.
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Monique Lily: All about Butterflies- Gateway 1 and 2
Most popular of all for all ages! Super fast and fun to play with and create with! This class is
all about butterflies.. from basic to super fancy or abstract! For the little ones, teens and
adults!
Angel Rodriguez: Airbrushing Intermediate— Manchester Room
This class is designed for those who may have familiarity with the airbrush and know the
fundamental operations of the tool. We will quickly refresh the basics and focus on-line work/
airbrush combo, texture, dimension, finishing detail, and adding sparkle to create attentiongrabbing artwork.
Balloons-Bauldy: The WOW Factor!- Clayton Room
This class is going to be a great one because it will teach you to use small creations and twist
them and build on them so that you can make bombastic concoctions that will truly deliver the
WOW factor!
12:00 pm

Lunch
BODY PAINTING CHALLENGE: Gateway 3 & 4

1:30 pm

General Session (1 Hour and 30 Minutes)
Marianne Bartley: Promotional Materials -Gateway 1 & 2
Your business card could be your most effective introduction, and lasting promotional tool.
Designing a business card can be challenging… But should be FUN! Whether you have a
current business card or haven’t created your first one yet, let’s explore possible options and
design one together! Better yet,… Let’s look at what tools you might be overlooking and
explore the most effective in powerful ways to promote yourself using banners, signs, and
other promotional materials… And do it in an AFFORDABLE WAY!

3:15 pm

Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 30 Minutes)
Anna Wilinski: One Stroke Cheek Art- Missouri Room
Anna Wilinski has a ton of cute cheek and arm art designs up her sleeve that you can paint
easily once she breaks down the brush strokes that make up each little critter. If you are new
to using one strokes, or if you don't use them a lot for cheek art this class will be perfect for
You! Bring a practiceboard and a few cakes to follow along in class. Anna will help you refine
your strokes to get the right shapes and proportions to paint dolphins, bears, dragons,
puppies and more!.
Angela Fodor Munsell: Take it from OTJ to Private Appointment Quality-Missouri
Learn how to incorporate and apply extraordinary bling pieces into a design and take
your “on the job” design to the next level. Learn glitter techniques that are sure to up your
value as an artist!
Darci McHenry: When Painting is “Special”— Manchester Room
This class will address techniques and procedures to help all face painters learn to
successfully paint special needs clients. Whether it’s a child with autism or an adult with
multiple disabilities l, we will explore ways to make both the painter and the paintee
comfortable. We Will discuss modalities, approaches, differences among individuals and
how to discuss painting with caregivers. In This class we will also share experiences you
may have had and troubleshoot where you may have needed help.
We will also take a look at designs that are quick and approachable so it’s a win for
everyone!
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7:30 pm

Banquet Dinner!-Gateway 3 & 4
This is the time to wind down from our awesome days together and have a relaxing dinner.
See the contestants for the Body Painting Competition. Dinner will include a Comedy
Hypnosis Show by Josh Routh! Closing remarks by Louis.

Friday, November 22nd
9am-3pm
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Post-Convention Workshops
Convention Workshops on Friday listed on Website.
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